Become a Volunteer Photographer with VOC

Many of the photos you see from VOC projects were provided by Volunteer Photographers. These volunteers play a critical role in capturing the VOC experience, from the camaraderie at camp to before-and-after shots that showcase volunteers’ hard work.

Your commitment as a Volunteer Photographer is highly flexible. You can sign up for as many or as few projects as desired, and while many photographers focus solely on taking photos, others prefer to switch between photography and traditional volunteer work. The choice is yours!

Benefits

- Practice your skills and expand your portfolio
- Give back to Colorado’s outdoor places
- Register early for projects as a photographer
- Have your photos seen by thousands of VOC supporters
- Volunteer with or without the manual labor – the choice is yours!

Requirements

- Provide your own camera/equipment
- Provide at least 20+ photos within 3 business days of the project
- Allow your photos to be used in VOC’s marketing efforts including VOC’s website, print materials, and social media

Commitment

- Volunteer for as many or as few projects as you want!
- Photographers are encouraged to stay for the duration of the project, though we can work with your schedule as needed.

Get Started

- Please contact Kellie Flowers at 303-715-1010 ext. 130 or kellie@voc.org.
- You will be sent an Agreement Form. Upon signing, you are approved to sign up for projects as a volunteer photographer!